We argue that the newly discovered narrow resonance at 3. ' We argue that it is a strongly interacting particle whose production and decay conserve parity, and whose hadronic couplings approximately conserve isospin and G parity. '
rapidly into hadrons than into leptons, it is not likely to be the intermediary of neutral-current weak interactions, nor a heavy wrong-metric photon. ' We argue that it is a strongly interacting particle whose production and decay conserve parity, and whose hadronic couplings approximately conserve isospin and G parity. ' We say that it is a hadron with J = 1, I = 0: a S, bound state of a charmed'' quark 6" and its antiquark with mass below twice the mass of the lightest charmed hadron: "orthocharmonium. Thus I'(e'e )=I'(tb't ); I'(3m') =0, I'(2m+2m m') =2I'(v+m 371');
6I'(2m+2m 3m') -81'(m+m 57I') -3I'(3~+3m v').
At first sight, this interpretation conflicts with the narrow observed width. Our resolution of this puzzle solves two older puzzles as well:
the suppression of p-3m, f-KK, and f'-27I, and the success of equal-spacing rules for all meson multiplets but the 0 nonet. We solve the older puzzles first. ' , p""=(«) 'a""'.
The integrated resonance cross section (ee -all)
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)o~J'(ee -a,ll)dE =br'MJ 'I ". (5) Notice that the cross section atMJ for (channel (2) J~i s chosen Hermitian and all g's are real. We assumed the spin of J to be 1. However, we do not speculate in this paper about the origin of these effective Hamiltonians. In particular, we do not assume that (2) 
